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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. Elite new buildings. Supply volume and structure. New properties

The supply volume in the elite primary market reached 1, 230 elite apartments (230 thous. sq.m.) by the results
of April 2012. In the past month, the sales were resumed in the residential house located in 8, Lavrov per., the
market did not see any new properties. The share of apartments in the total supply volume in the elite primary
market remained at the level of 30%.
The summary number of delivered to the market elite apartments gained 2% for the month. The growth of
supply volume is expected in the elite primary market in the short term. Don-Stroy company plans to open sales in
“Barrin House” RC in May (the residential complex for 312 apartments with a fitness-center and a swimming pool is
located in 8, M.Pirogovskskaya str.).
Besides, the entry to the market of new complexes with apartments, the construction of which is already in
process (32 Noviy Arbat and a land plot No16 of Moscow-City MIBC), is possible in the short term.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. Elite residential space. Prices

Graph 1.1. Dynamics of prices for elite residential space (exclusive of apartments)

Source: Blackwood Company data

In April 2012, positive price dynamics was observed in all the segments of the elite residential market.
The average price amounted to $19, 870 per sq.m. in the primary elite market (the growth posted 3.5% to
the level of the previous month), to $24, 650 per sq.m. in the secondary market (the growth posted 1% to the
level of the previous month).
The average price for elite apartments remained at the previous level and amounted to $14, 930 per sq.m.
The minimal price for 1 sq.m., equaling to $10,000, was recorded in the house in 8, Lavrov per., the maximum
one ($60, 000) – in “Barkli Virgin House” RC.
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood Copmany data

In April 2012, tenants’ and buyers’ activity in the office real estate market remained at a rather high level:
several lease transactions were concluded (see Spreadsheet below), besides, a large investment transaction on
the acquisition of a confectionery plant “Bolshevik” in Leningradsky prosp., where the implementation of a
business-center project is planned, by O1Properties company was concluded. According to the market
participants’ data, Boris Mints’ structures have acquired 50%+1 shares, and Tactis Group has acquired the rest of
them. As it was forecasted at the beginning of the year, the investment activity in the market is preserved at a
rather high level: several large deals are expected in the short term in addition to a number of concluded deals.
Thus, a retail-office center “Gallery Actor” in Tverskaya street was put on hold; Hals-Development company,
under control of VTB bank plans to implement up to 70% of their own assets and considers the purchase of a
number of large properties measuring about 400 thous. sq.m.
The shares in four properties will be presented for sale in June 7 2012 within the framework of the city
property privatization plans: 100% of shares of OAO “Sauna-recreational complex in Dubininskaya” (the starting
price – 314 mln.rub.), 75.0001% of shares of OAO “Industrial Association “Fine organic synthesis”” (802
mln.rub.), 100% of shares of OAO “Russian jeweler” (72 mln.rub.), 100% of shares of OAO “South-East-Service”
(a mln.rub.). In addition to the buildings, 9 land plots for rent for 6 years with the right of prolongation with the total
area of 23.21 thous. sq.m., meant for the construction of retail and hotel properties, are planned for
implementation in the auction. Besides, it is planned to implement two buildings owned by the Moscow Region
government (539.7 and 338.6 sq.m., located in Bolshaya Ordinka, the market price is 105 mln.137 thous.rub.).
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental rates*. Commissioned properties. Announced projects

Source: Blackwood Company data

In April 2012, a business center LightHouse in Valovaya street, measuring about 45 thous. sq.m., was
commissioned, besides, Aquamarine III BC in Ozerkovskaya emb. entered the stage of active implementation.
The trend of aggravation of the city authorities’ restrictive policy continues to remain relevant: it was reported
in April that the industry scheme of the construction height restrictions according to the visual-landscape analysis
may appear in Moscow, which is suggested for use upon the developing of documentation on the planning of
territories and formation of state programs of the capital, as well as upon the preparation of materials for the Cityplanning and Land Commission formed by Moscow mayor’ initiative and dealing with reconsideration of
investment contracts.
Spreadsheet. Some lease transactions, April 2012
Tenant

Name

Leased area

Address
13 Perevedenovskiy per, bld. 18

OAO “BINBANK”

BC

1 811 sq. m

"Tinkoff Credit Systems"

BC “Olympia Park”

3 130 sq. m

39 Leningradskoe highway

"Jaguar Land Rover"

BC Skypoint

3 450 sq. m

28B Mezhdunarodnoe highway

"Kordiant"

BC LIGHTHOUSE

3 015 sq. m

28 Valovaya

* - hereinafter rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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Map 3.1. Entry of professional retail centers to the market, regional cities

Source: Blackwood Company data.

The supply of professional retail real estate in regional cities increased by 100,000 sq.m. of the total area due
to the opening of “RIO” retail-entertainment center in Rostov-on-Don. The developer of the project is Tashir GC,
the anchor tenants are “Nash hypermarket” hypermarket, “Eldorado” home appliances and electronics store,
“Nash dom” household goods hypermarket, as well as six-hall cinema “Sinema Star”. It should be brought to
notice that the construction of the property had begun before the crisis by “Sedmoy Kontinent” company,
however had been suspended. The project has been “unfrozen” after Tashir GC had entered into it. The opening
of REC took place against high competition of professional properties of retail real estate in the city that is why to
consolidate its own positions in the market, “RIO” needs active advertising and marketing campaign.
In April it was also reported about the planned implementation of two large projects of retail-entertainment
centers in Moscow: Crocus Group intends to build REC under Vegas brand within the territory of an existing
complex “Krocus City”, as well as in Kuntsevo. The summary area of two properties will probably amount to
more than 500, 000 sq.m. In all probability the REC in the structure of “Krokus City” complex will be under
positive synergetic effect from the neighborhood with “Krokus City Mall”, “Tvoy dom”, “Krokus City Hall”, an
entertainment center and a hotel complex. More advantageous location, as well as rather low competitive
pressure on the part of existing properties (“Evropark”, “Filion”) will be an additional competitive advantage of the
REC in Kuntsevo.
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Map 3.2. Moscow. Range of rental rates for retail premises by AD

Source: Blackwood Company data

There were no landmark events in the street retail segment in April: the level of vacant areas in the main
retail corridors stayed at the minimal level reached at the end of Q1 2012. The rental rates did not undergo any
tangible fluctuations: their dynamics was determined by the appearance in the market of vacant premises,
regarding which, owners strive for reconsidering lease agreements.
The rental rates will in most probability continue gradual growth, which by the results of the year may reach
10-15% depending on the retail corridor and tenants’ demand for it.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Structure of hotel room stock

Source: Blackwood Company data

The increase of the hotel room stock supply under the management of international operators took place in
April in regional cities: the opening of the Ibis hotel for 205 rooms took place in Samara. The hotel is positioned
in the middle price segment, Holiday Inn (177 rooms) and Azimut (96 rooms) may be noted among existing
hotel-competitors. Besides, the Marriott Renaissance (196 rooms) hotel positioned in the upper segment of the
market operates in the city.
Another landmark event of April was the announcement of new hotel projects in the Moscow Region. Thus, in
2015-2016, the Atmosphere Health Resort&SPA spa-resort is planned to be commissioned within 6km from
MKAD in Pyatnitskoe highway. The developer of the project for 65 rooms is Pragma Development. New hotels
are planned for commissioning in Moscow as well: RGI International company announces the construction of a
hotel for 160 rooms in Zemlyamoy val street. Presumably, the property will be positioned in the middle segment.
Besides, a new project was announced in Verkhnyaya Krasnoselskaya street: a hotel for 292 rooms under the
management of Hilton company may be constructed here. Taking into account that since the beginning of the
year only one new hotel was opened in Moscow, as well as considering small number of announced projects, it
may be firmly stated that rather low increase paces of new supply will be preserved in the hotel real estate
market of Moscow, which will contribute to the more successful absorption of new projects without considerable
leaps in the operational indices of the market.
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Map 4.2. Entry of hotels under international operators’ management to the market, regional cities

Source: Blackwood Company data

New projects of hotels under international operators’ management were announced in April in a number of
Russian cities. Thus, the construction of a multifunctional complex began in Rostov-on-Don, which will include
the Sheraton hotel for 307 rooms. The developer of the project is Megapolis GC, the commissioning of the
property is planned for 2014. The hotel will be meant predominantly for business tourists.
New projects of hotels were also presented in Sochi and Kazan. The construction of the hotel for 500 rooms
under Rezidor Hotel Group management is planned in Sochi (the opening is planned at the end of 2013). In
Kazan it is referred to the project under Rixos brand, however, the exact characteristics of the property and the
terms of its implementation are not stated yet.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Countryside projects, which entered the market

Source: Blackwood Company data

In April 2012, as in the previous month, developers’ activity remained at a rather high level: the
implementation was announced and the sales were opened in seven new settlements. Thus, a new business
class project – Etude Family Club settlement appeared within 6km of the Pyatnitskoe highway, where modern
style cottages (land plots with building contracts) and land plots without compulsory building contracts are
presented for sale. Another interesting settlement will appear in the Dmitrovskoe highway nearby the Moscow
Canal and the Ikshinskoe water reservoir – joint project of HONKA Company and LAPLANDIA HOUS – a club
settlement HONKA CLUB, which is designed for 86 land plots measuring from 15 to 36 sotkas with a
compulsory building contract for construction, which will present specially designed by the experts of HONKA
company six unique projects of houses measuring from 200 to 330 sq.m. Besides, in April, the sales were
opened in the second stage of the settlement “Park House” in Dmitrovskoe direction, where land plots from 10
to 14.6 sotkas with building contracts and without them are offered for sale. The further recovery is taking place
in the segment of “distant dachas” as well, the development of which is taking place already far beyond the
Moscow Region. Thus, Land Mall company announced the launch of four projects in this segment: “Shulgino”
club settlement within 125 km from Moscow in the Volokolamsk Region of the MR, as well as three projects in
the Smolensk Region: “Pilot” settlement within 175 km and two projects within 215 km from Moscow – the
Natural park “Vazuza” (8000 ha) and “Blagusha” settlement. All the projects of this segment present land plots
without compulsory building contracts for sale, as well as manors within the framework of the project “Vazuza”.
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Organized countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood Company data

The price situation in the countryside residential real estate market remains stable. The traditional spring
recovery of demand in the market and the growth of implementation paces stimulate some developers to
increase prices: they have already been increased in some settlements since the beginning of the season, in
other settlements the increase is expected closer to the summer. As far as new projects are concerned, the
price situation in them is the following: the price of a land plot with a building contract in Etude Family Club
settlement starts from 780 thous. dollars (house of 243 sq.m. on the land plot of 11 sotkas), without building
contract – $18 thous./sotka; the price of a land plot in “Park House” settlement starts from 2.6 mln. rub. with
account of utilities, the price of land plots in “Shulgino” settlement amounts to approx 55 thous. rub./sotka; the
land in “Blagusha” settlement is offered at the price of from 6 thous.rub./sotka.
In addition to new projects of cottage development, the implementation of large infrastructure countryside
properties was announced in April: “Khimki Group” company (Anton Viner, the developer of “Olympic village
Novogorsk”) plans the construction of a golf-club of international class with champion field for 18 holes within
the territory of new Moscow; the construction of “Atmosphere health resort and Spa” spa-resort is planned within
the territory of 6 ha (the coinvestor is the developer of Etude Family Club settlement).
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